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Abstract— When the topology of an IP network changes
due to a link failure or a link weight modification, the
routing tables of all the routers must be updated. Each of
those updates may cause transient loops. In this paper,
we prove that by ordering the updates of the routing
tables on the routers, it is possible to avoid all transient
loops during the convergence of ISIS or OSPF after a
planned link failure, an unplanned failure of a protected
link and after a link weight modification. We then propose
a protocol that allows the routers to order the update
of their routing tables to avoid transient loops whithout
requiring any complex computation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The link-state intradomain routing protocols that are
used today in IP networks [Moy91], [Ora90] were de-
signed when IP networks were research networks car-
rying best-effort packets. Today, the same protocols are
used in large commercial IP with stringent Service Level
Agreements (SLA). Today, for most Internet Service
Providers, fast convergence in case of failures is a key
problem that must be solved [ICBD04], [Fil04].

Vendors are actively working on improving their im-
plementations to achieve faster convergence [AJY00],
[Fil04]. Solving the fast convergence problem is complex
as it involves detecting the failure on the attached router,
producing a new Link State Packet (LSP) describing the
failure, flooding this new LSP and finally updating the
routing tables in all the routers using the failed resources
in the network.

Achieving very fast convergence in an IP network will
also require temporary tunnels to quickly reroute traffic
around failures, as in MPLS networks [PSA04]. Several
solutions to establish those tunnels have been recently
proposed in the literature [SP03], [Sha04], [ATC+04],
[BFPS04]. Unfortunately, in a pure IP network, using a
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tunnel to locally reroute the traffic around the failed link
is not sufficient as transient microloops may occur during
the update of the routing tables of the other routers in
the network.

Fig. 1: Internet2 topology with IGP costs

To understand this problem, let us consider the In-
ternet2/Abilene backbone1. Figure 1 shows the IGP
topology of this network. Assume that the link between
IPLS and KSCY fails and that a temporary tunnel is
established between IPLS and KSCY via ATLA and
HSTN. The new LSP generated by KSCY indicates that
KSCY is now only connected to HSTN and DNVR.
Before the failure, the shortest path from WASH to
KSCY, DNVR, STTL and SNVA was via NYCM, CHIN
and KSCY. After the failure, NYCM will send its packets
to KSCY, DNVR, STTL and SNVA via WASH, ATLA
and HSTN. During the IGP convergence, transient loops
may occur between NYCM and WASH when KSCY-
IPLS fails depending on the order of arrival of the LSPs
describing the failure. If NYCM updates its routing table
before WASH, the packets sent by NYCM to DNVR via
WASH will loop on the WASH-NYCM link. To avoid
causing a transient loop between WASH and NYCM,

1This network is much smaller than large ISP backbones, but it is
one of the few networks whose detailed IGP topology is publically
available. We verified that similar transient loops could occur in larger
ISP backbones, but the size of those backbones and NDA issues
prevented us from using them as examples in this paper. Note that
the IGP weights have been rounded off to facilitate the understanding
of the topology. It does not influence the routing dynamics of the
network.
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WASH should update its routing table before NYCM for
this particular failure. A detailed analysis of the Internet2
topology shows that transient routing loops may occur
during the failure of most links, except STTL-DNVR
and STTL-SNVA. The duration of each loop will depend
on how and when the routing table of each router is
updated. Measurements on high-end routers show that
updating the routing table may require several hundred of
milliseconds [ICBD04], [Fil04]. Thus, transient routing
loops of hundred milliseconds or more are possible.
Similar transient loops can occur in MPLS networks
using LDP depending on how LDP is used [ATC+04],
[SP03].

As shown with the simple example above, the transient
routing loops depend on the order in which the updates
of the routing tables are performed. In the remainder of
this paper, we first discuss in section II other types of
changes to an IP Network that must be handled without
causing transient routing loops. In section III, we prove
that the updates of the routing tables can be ordered to
avoid transient loops after a link failure, a link up, or a
link weight modification. Then, in section IV, we present
a protocol that permits routers to respect the proposed
orders, without requiring complex computations in the
routers. At last, in section V, we review the solutions that
have already been proposed to enhance the convergence
of IGP. Note that the problem of transient routing loops
has been rarely tackled in the literature.

II. TOPOLOGY CHANGES IN IP NETWORKS

Several types of changes can occur inside the topology
of an IP network. The most common type of failure is the
failure of a link. A network typically contains point-to-
point links and LANs. Point-to-point links are typically
used between POPs while LANs are mainly used within
POPs. We focus on point-to-point links in this paper as
there are special techniques to protect LANs [SSPC+04]
used in ISP networks.

When a point-to-point link fails, two cases are pos-
sible. If the link is not locally protected with a tunnel,
the IGP should converge as quickly as possible. If the
link is protected with a special tunnel, the IGP should
converge without causing transient loops as the traffic
passes through the tunnel during the IGP convergence.
We will call such events link down events in this paper.

It should be noted that link down events are often
caused by manual operations [VP04] and thus can be
considered as planned events. Surveys conducted by a
large ISP [ICBD04] revealed that, over a five month
period, 45 % of the failure events occurred during
maintenance hours. Another ISP [DFM04] indicates that

over one month, 75 % of the IS-IS events were caused
by maintenance operations. Another study [MIB+04]
mentions that 20 % of all link down events were planned.
Those planned events should not cause transient routing
loops [DFM04].

It is also important to consider the increasing in-
tegration between the IP network and the underlying
optical network. As the integration with the optical layer
increases, the topology of IP networks will change more
frequently than today. For example, [PDRG02] proposed
to allow routers to dynamically establish optical links
to handle traffic spikes. Several approaches have been
proposed with MPLS tunnels. Once a new optical link
or MPLS tunnels becomes active, an IGP adjacency will
be established between the attached router and the link
will be advertised in the IGP [SS03]. Unfortunately, the
addition and removal of each of those tunnels can cause
transient loops in the network.

Another source of changes in IP networks are the
IGP weights. Today, network operators often change IGP
weights manually to reroute some traffic in case of sud-
den traffic increase. Furthermore, several algorithms have
also been proposed to automate this tuning of the IGP
weights for traffic engineering purposes [FRT02]. Today,
those algorithms are mainly implemented in network
planning and management tools [FGL+00]. However,
ISPs are still reluctuant to use such tools to frequently
change their IGP weights as each change may create
transient routing loops in their network.

A second type of important events are those that affect
routers. Routers can fail abruptly, but often routers need
to be rebooted for software upgrades. For example, figure
6 of [MIB+04] shows that during September and October
2002, many links of the Sprint network “failed” once
per week during maintenance hours. Those failures are
probably due to planned software upgrades of all routers
in the network.

When an IS-IS router needs to stop forwarding IP
packets, IS-IS can flood a new LSP indicating the router
as overloaded [Ora90]. Some ISPs have even defined
operational procedures [DFM04] to bring routers down
by changing link metrics and setting the overload
bit, but those procedures are not sufficient to ensure
that transient loops will not occur during the IGP
convergence. The graceful restart extensions [SDV02],
[SG04], [MPEL02] could be used when a router is
rebooting. However, those extensions cannot apply if the
maintainance operation jeopardises traffic forwarding in
the router. For example, routers that do not have the
forwarding plane and control plane separated cannot use
those extensions.

As shown by the above discussion, there are many
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different types of changes in IP networks that should be
handled without risking to create transient routing loops
in the network.

III. AN ORDER FOR LINK EVENTS

In this section, we show how to handle non-urgent
topology changes. In order to let routers perform the
updates of their Fowarding Information Base (FIB) that
correspond to those topology changes without creating
routing loops, we define an order on the FIB updates on
the routers that are impacted by the topology change.
Conceptually, the FIB is a data structure that reflects the
forwarding information contained in the IP routing table,
and that is maintained in each interface of the router.
When the FIB of all the routers are such that they cannot
cause routing loops or loose traffic in a ”blackhole”, we
say that routing is consistent.

Firstly, we introduce the reader to some general con-
siderations about the proposed rerouting schemes. We
then present an order to preserve routing consistency
during the convergence phase that follows a non-urgent
link down event. Next, we explain how to deal with
link up events, and, at last, we explain how a link
weight modification can be handled by respecting the
same orders than the ones presented for link up and
down events. Due to space limitations, we do not present
the orders on the FIB updates that follow a router
down or a router up event. However, those orders and
corresponding protocols are very similar to the ones
that are described for link events and thus we give the
intuition of these when we present the protocols for link
events.

The proposed orders always allow each router to
perform all the FIB updates corresponding to the event
in one shot, once it has been authorized by its neighbors
to do it. In other words, a router will have to wait for
clearance to update the whole set of destinations that are
concerned by the event. This approach is much appreci-
ated since it does not require to maintain and propagate
state information about all the concerned prefixes in
each concerned routers. For example, when a router R
has to gracefully reroute packets passing through a link
(X → Y ) that will be shut down, R will have to wait
until a particular subset of its neighbors have updated
their FIB, according to the proposed order and the event.
Once R has been authorized to update its FIB for this
event, it will update its forwarding information for all the
prefixes that are impacted by the failure of link X ↔ Y ,
in one shot. Note that X and Y will update their FIB
after all other rerouting routers, and that the link will
only be shut down once both routers have updated their

FIB and thus once packets are not forwarded on the link
anymore.

The proposed orders are not inspired by loop-free
distance-vector routing mechanisms [GLA89]. They
come from properties of the Shortest Path Trees that
are computed in all the routers implementing IS-IS or
OSPF. This implies that only small modifications to the
current implementations are required to implement the
orders. In fact, the protocol implementing the order that
is presented in section IV only needs a read access to the
shortest path tree that is already computed in currently
deployed routers.

A. Managing link down events

When an operator shuts an interface down, link state
packets are sent by the attached routers. Some routers
of the network will need to update their FIB to take the
topology change into account. Those routers are said to
be rerouting routers for this topology change. We assume
that when a link is being gracefully shut down, it could
remain operational for a few seconds in order to let the
IGP converge without causing transient loops nor packet
loss.

Firstly, we introduce a few notations and basic prop-
erties of the IGP routing dynamics. We will then use
those properties to prove the correctness of the proposed
order. We always assume that routing is consistent when
the considered event occurs.

SPTN is the shortest path tree, rooted on N and
computed from the current link state database of N .

P init
A→B is the path followed by packets from A with

destination B, before the event. Obviously, this path does
not contain a loop, as we assume routing consistency
before the event.

P ′

A→B is the path followed by packets from A to B,
immediately after the FIB update of A. By using an order
on the FIB updates, we will prove that this path cannot
contain a loop.

P final
A→B is the path followed by packets from A to

B, after all the routers of the network have converged.
Obviously, this path cannot contain a loop, as the final
routing state is consistent once all routers have updated
their FIB.

If a node S is forced by the event to reroute the
packets with destination D to its neighbor N , then
{S, P final

N→D} = P final
S→D . This is obvious, as S will forward

packets with final destination D to N , after its FIB
update, and given the definition of P final

N→D.
Let us assume that link X ↔ Y is going to fail in

the network. The routers having directed link X → Y
or Y → X in their SPT are the affected nodes and
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will need to compute a new SPT. They may have to
update their FIB, in order to reflect the changes in their
SPT. The routers that do not use link X ↔ Y in
their SPT are not affected by the failure. The packets
transmitted by those routers will be consistently routed
before, during, and after convergence, as none of their
paths to any destination contains link X ↔ Y . This
property is rendered by Lemma III.1. From this lemma,
we can deduce that any rerouting node S never creates
routing loops when it reroutes packets to a node N that
is not affected by the failure, as these packets will always
be routed by N (and by its downstream nexthops) as if
the link X ↔ Y never existed. This is expressed by
Proposition III.2.

Lemma III.1

∀S | X → Y /∈ SPTS and Y → X /∈ SPTS

⇒ ∀D : P init
S→D = P final

S→D

Proposition III.2

∀N | X → Y /∈ SPTN and Y → X /∈ SPTN :

P ′

S→D = {S, N, . . . , D} ⇒ P ′

S→D = P final
S→D

Those properties are obvious. As an example, let us
consider the topology of Figure 1. If the link SSTL↔
SNV A fails, it is obvious that traffic from DNV R will
not suffer as SSTL ↔ SNV A /∈ SPTDNV R. We thus
have ∀D : P init

DNV R→D = P final
DNV R→D. When STTL will

perform its FIB update, it will reroute packets on link
STTL→ DNV R. As ∀D : P init

DNV R→D = P final
DNV R→D,

this rerouted traffic will obviously reach its destination.
Second, let us notice that a router S, having the link

X → Y in its SPT, can always reroute compromised
packets (packets to D | D is downstream of X → Y
in SPTS), to a neighbor N that has link Y → X in
its SPT, without creating routing loops. In fact, if those
packets passed through link X → Y , N cannot use link
Y → X to reach their destination. Otherwise, before
the failure, those packets would have passed through
both links X → Y and Y → X . This is impossible
since this would imply a routing loop between X and
Y before the event, although routing is assumed to be
consistent at that moment. We thus know that the packets
rerouted by a node using directed link X → Y , to a
node using directed link Y → X , reach a router that
is not impacted by the failure, for this destination, and
from which routing to this destination will thus remain
consistent during the convergence phase. Combining this
property with lemma III.1, we obtain the lemma III.3. It
expresses the fact that if a router reaches a destination
D via link X → Y , then routers having link Y → X

or routers that do not have link X ↔ Y in their SPT
are not rerouting routers for destination D, when the
link X ↔ Y fails, and packets with final destination D
arriving to them will be consistently routed towards D.

Lemma III.3

∀D : ∃S | X → Y ∈ P init
S→D :

∀N | Y → X ∈ SPTNorX ↔ Y /∈ SPTN :

P init
N→D = P final

N→D

The proof is done by contradiction. Its reasoning was
presented above.

From this lemma, we can deduce a second proposition,
expressing that any node S using directed link X → Y
can always reroute packets with final destination D to
another node N that does not have link X → Y in its
SPT , without causing routing loops.

Proposition III.4

∀D, S | PS→D = {S, . . . , X, Y, . . . , D} :

P ′

S→D = {S, N, . . . , D} and X → Y /∈ P init
N→D

⇒ P ′

S→D = P final
S→D

The proof is quite straightforward as this proposition
directly comes from Lemma III.1 and Lemma III.3, and
Proposition III.2

As an example, let us consider the topology of figure
1. We can see that NY CM → WASH ∈ SPTIPLS

and that WASH → NY CM ∈ SPTATLA. If link
NY CM ↔ WASH fails, packets rerouted by ATLA
to IPLS have a final destination which is downstream
of link WASH → NY CM in SPTATLA. Those
destinations are reached by IPLS without using the link
NY CM ↔WASH and thus the forwarding of packets
rerouted by ATLA on link ATLA→ IPLS will arrive
at destination, as they are routed from IPLS without
using the link that will fail.

Thus, it is always safe to reroute traffic to a node
that does not use the failing link, or to a node that
uses it, but in the other direction. We thus may also say
that transient routing loops can only be created between
routers sharing the directed failing link in their SPT.

Now, let us look at rSPTX→Y (Y ), the reverse SPT of
Y , cut at link X ↔ Y . More precisely, this graph is the
graph that contains all (and only) the shortest paths to Y
that terminate with link X → Y . This graph represents
all the paths to Y (and implictely all the paths through
Y ) that are affected by the failure of link X → Y .
rSPTX→Y (Y ) is an acyclic graph2, obviously without

2If Equal Cost Multipath is not used, rSPTX→Y (Y ) is a tree,
otherwise it is an acyclic graph.
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oriented loops. It contains all the nodes that use link
X → Y to reach Y , and possibly some destinations
downstream of Y 3. The subtree of rSPTX→Y (Y ),
rooted on a node A, contains all the routers that use
link X → Y to reach Y , and that reach this link via
A. A router R, having no child on this tree, has thus no
neighbor that uses link X → Y and that reaches it via
R. Note that in that case, it is impossible to find a router
of the network that uses link X → Y and that reaches
it thanks to R. If R performs rerouting, after the failure,
it will reroute packets to routers that

• do not use link X → Y , or
• use link X → Y but do not use R to reach it
If a router that is a leaf on rSPTX→Y (Y ) performs

a FIB update, it will not cause a routing loop. In fact,
the routers that do not use link X → Y will forward
the packets on paths that remain valid during and after
the convergence, and the routers that use link X → Y
but do not use R to reach it will forward the packets
on the compromised but still consistent paths to their
destination.

But, one could wonder if this loop-free property
remains true when the leaves of rSPTX→Y (Y ) perform
concurrent updates of their FIB. Moreover, it must be
proved that, when a router R transiently becomes a leaf
in this tree, as all the routers that were using it to reach
X → Y have updated their FIB, it can update its FIB
without creating routing loops.

Keeping the previous lemmas and propositions in
mind, we thus need to prove the theorem III.5. This
theorem completely describes the proposed order on the
FIB updates to handle a link failure without causing
transient loops.

Theorem III.5 To avoid transient routing loops during
the entire IGP convergence phase following the failure
of the link X → Y , any rerouting router should update
its FIB only after all of its children in rSPTX→Y (Y )
have performed their own FIB update.

Let us assume that the proposed order is respected
and let us consider the forwarding of packets that were
previously forwarded through link X → Y and that
reach node R, which had link X → Y in its SPT ,
before the event.

If R has not updated its FIB yet, then all the routers
on all the paths from R to X have not updated their
FIB yet, as they respect the proposed order. Note that,
by definition of the SPT, those routers also have the link
X → Y in their SPT. R is thus forwarding compromised

3In the case of a network with symetrical link weight assignment,
rSPT (Y ) = SPT (Y ), by the definition of a shortest path.

packets on the outdated but consistent paths, passing
through link X → Y , and reaching their final desti-
nation, according to Lemma III.3 and as Y cannot have
link X → Y in its SPT . Note that in the case of ECM,
R may also forward those compromised packets on paths
that do not contain the link X → Y . Those paths
will remain consistent during the convergence phase,
according to Lemma III.1, and will still be used after the
IGP convergence. Proposition III.6 renders this property.

Proposition III.6 If link X → Y ∈ SPTS and S has
not updated its FIB at time t, and if the order defined by
Theorem III.5 is respected by the routers of the network,
then

∀D,P t
S→D = P init

S→D

If R has already updated its FIB, we are sure that
all the routers that were using R to reach link X →
Y , have already updated their FIB, as R is respecting
the proposed order. R is now forwarding compromised
packets to a new set of nexthops {N1, N2, . . . , Ni}. Let
us look at each particular nexthop Nj . If Nj has not
updated its FIB yet, we are in the case depicted in the
preceding paragraph. Packets rerouted to Nj will not
loop back to R as this router has not updated its FIB
yet and thus its paths to destinations that are reached by
passing through link X → Y , remain used and valid as
they are composed of routers that have not yet updated
their FIB (Proposition III.6). Note that those paths cannot
contain R, as R has been allowed to update its FIB. The
other paths from Nj , to compromised destinations, that
do not pass through link X → Y remain valid during and
after convergence. Note that Nj could also be a router
that did not have the link X → Y in its SPT. In that case,
packets rerouted to Nj will obviously be consistently
routed until the end of the convergence phase, according
to lemma III.3. If Nj has already updated its FIB, its
case matches the case of R, depicted in this paragraph.
But we can see that packets with a given destination D
cannot loop between a set of routers that have already
updated their FIB. It is obvious, as the contrary would
mean that packet forwarding would remain inconsistent
between those routers when the convergence phase is
completed.

Thus, remembering that compromised packets arriving
at a router that has not updated its FIB is proved to
be consistently forwarded to its final destination (Propo-
sition III.6), and as compromised packets reaching a
node that did not use the oriented link X → Y are
obviously proved to be consistently forwarded to their
final destination (Lemma III.3), we can deduce that
packets forwarded by a node that has already updated
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its FIB will follow a (possibly empty) loop-free path
crossing nodes that have already updated their FIB, then
it will arrive at a node that uses link X → Y and that has
not updated its FIB or it will arrive at a node that does
not use link X → Y . In both cases, those packets are
proved to be consistently routed to their final destination.

We have proved that routers respecting the proposed
order cannot bring routing inconsistency during the
convergence phase following an event that must be
gracefully handled, when they perform their FIB update.

In section IV, we describe a protocol that let routers
comply with the presented order on the FIB updates, in
the case of a graceful link shutdown.

B. An order for link-up events

In order to avoid routing loops in the case of a
link-up event (let us assume link X → Y goes up),
routers should wait for the neighbors to which they will
reroute some traffic to have completed a FIB update that
considers the link-up. This order is based on the same
observations of the SPT dynamics as for a link-down
event. This time, the rSPT that describes the order for
the FIB updates on the routers is computed by taking the
topology change into account. If link X → Y comes up,
X and Y can update their FIB immediately. A distant
router has to wait for its parents in rSPT final

X→Y (Y ) to
have completed their FIB updates. By proceeding like
this, packets are only rerouted to routers that already use
the upcoming link, and thus traffic inconsistencies cannot
happen. This is explained by the fact that the parents of a
rerouting router S in rSPT new

X→Y (Y ) are the sole routers
that will receive rerouted traffic from S, after the update
of S’s FIB. Thus, if all of them have updated their FIB
before S, the FIB update on router S will cause rerouting
to routers that are already using the new link in their FIB.
Thus, packets will follow a path containing ”up to date”
routers, and the packets will thus reach link X → Y .
As X and Y are, by definition of the order, the first
routers that update their FIB, rerouted packets arriving
at link X → Y will be consistently routed to their
final destination. The following proposition expresses
this order. Its proof is quite straightfoward, it is based
on the same reasoning.

Proposition III.7 In order to avoid routing inconsisten-
cies during the convergence phase following the link up
of X → Y in a network, routers should always update
their FIB after their parents in rSPT final

X→Y (Y )

C. Considering weight updates

In the previous sections of this document, we only
considered link-down and link-up events. But, in prac-

tice, simple updates of link weights can also happen, for
example, for traffic engineering purposes [FRT02]. This
kind of events can obviously be gracefully treated, as
they do not imply a direct inconsistency in the global
routing state of the network. In other words, reachability
is still assured between the event and the first reactions
of the routers to this event.

Respecting the same orders as the one described
for graceful link-up and link-down events will assure
routing consistency for link weight decrease and link
weight increase, respectively. In fact, this order can be
considered as a worst case since link weight updates
are equivalent to link-down/up events. Other cases imply
rerouting for a set of destinations that is included in the
set of the affected destinations if the event had been a
link-up/down event. So, respecting an order that assures
routing consistency for a “larger” set of destinations than
the actual one, obviously lead to consistent transient
routing states.

IV. A PROTOCOL TO ORDER FIB UPDATES

To respect the orders on the FIB updates proposed in
section III, a router does not need to compute any graph,
tree, or other complex data structure. When an event
occurs, it only needs to perform a simple access to the
SPT that it already maintains, and exchange messages
with its neighbors.

We first note that it is easy to modify the encoding
of the LSPs to indicate that a link change should be
treated gracefully by all routers inside the network. This
information can be placed in the LSP by defining a new
type of TLV field or by using the syntax proposed in
[AVZ04]. A router receiving a LSP containing this TLV
will easily determine the change by comparing the new
LSP with the previous one.

To compute the order on the FIB updates, we utilise
the IS-IS4 HELLO PDUs that are regularly exchanged
between neighbouring routers. Usually, those messages
are exchanged to establish the IS-IS adjacency and
to detect link or router failures. This failure detection
is achieved by a regular transmission of the HELLO
PDUs and the associated HoldingTimer [Ora90]. How-
ever, nothing prevents an IS-IS router from transmit-
ting HELLO PDUs more often than required by its
HelloTimer. Since HELLO PDUs can also contain sub-
TLVs, they can be used to allow the routers to compute
the ordering of the FIB updates described in the previous
section.

We define a new type of “event” TLVs that can be op-
tionally included inside HELLO PDUs. Those “events”

4A similar extension can be defined for OSPF.
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TLVs will be used by a router to determine when it can
safely update its FIB without risking to create transient
loops.

The link event TLV is used to indicate a change in
the metric of directed edge upstream→ downstream.
It contains the following information : a FIB bit, the
LSP id of the upstream node attached to the link, the
LSP id of the downstream node attached to the link,
the old ISIS metric (a value of MAX_METRIC indicates
a new adjacency) and the new ISIS metric (a value
of MAX_METRIC indicates that an adjacency is being
shutdown)

Each router will analyse the FIB bit of the HELLO
PDUs received from its neighbors to determine when
it can safely update its FIB without causing a transient
loop.

When router R receives a LSP containing one (or
more) graceful link changes it shall first flood the LSP.
All the graceful changes indicated in the LSP will be
placed in a special memory before being inserted in the
LSDB to be used to compute the SPT and to update
the FIB. A router should only start to handle a graceful
change once the LSP describing the change has been
acknowledged by all its neighbors.

Before explaining the protocol, we need to introduce a
few notations. The two types of events that we consider
in this paper are :

• N1 ↑ N2 : the metric of the directed link N1 → N2

increases
• N1 ↓ N2 : the metric of the directed link N1 → N2

decreases

HELLO(E,F ) is a shorthand for a HELLO PDU
that contains the event TLV for event E and the FIB
bit set to F . Neighbours(R) is the set of routers that
are adjacent to router R. SPT (R) is the shortest path
tree computed by router R, based on its current LSDB.
Nexthops(R,N1) is the set of neighbors that router
R uses as nexthops to reach node N1. This set may
contain several nodes when Equal Cost Multipath (ECM)
is used. We will also use Nexthops(R,N1 → N2) to
indicate the set of nexthops that router R uses to reach
link (N1 → N2). W (E) is the waiting set containing
all the neighbors from which our router must receive a
confirmation before updating its FIB for event E. There
is one waiting set per event being handled. I(E) is the
set of nodes to which our router must send a confirmation
after having updated its FIB for event E.

A. Metric increase events

Let us remember that, in the case of the failure of the
link X → Y , routers are not allowed to update their FIB

before their children in rSPTX→Y (Y ). Thus, a router
S must wait for its neighbor N if N is one if its child
in this tree. By definition, this can only be the case if N
uses link X → Y (thus if X → Y ∈ SPTN ) and S is
the nexthop from N to X . Thus, N is able to identify
the neighbor(s) that will be allowed to update their FIB
only after it has updated its own one. Note that N could
reach link X → Y via S, but reach S via another path
(PN→S) than the link N → S. S will nevertheless wait
for N as S will obviously have to wait for the routers
composing this path, and those routers will obviously
have to wait for N before updating their FIB.

The problem becomes easy to solve. When a router S
receives the LSP describing the failure of link X → Y , it
checks if it is affected by the event (X → Y ∈ SPTS).
If it is, it must identify the routers that it has to wait
for. For this, it sends a special HELLO PDU to each
of its neighbors. This message contains the description
of the event, and the FIB bit which is unset if S uses
the neighbor to reach X → Y . A neighbor N of S will
reply to this message to announce S if it uses it to reach
X → Y (by setting the FIB bit or not). When S received
all the answers to its messages, it is able to identify the
neighbors that are its children in rSPTX→Y (Y ) at a
distance of one hop. If it is a leaf in this tree, S will
only receive answers with the FIB bit set. It can thus
update its FIB. Once this update is done, it must send a
new message, with the FIB bit set, to the routers to which
it previously sent a message with an unset FIB bit. By
doing this, S will indicate its parents in rSPTX→Y (Y )
that S and its children in rSPTX→Y (Y ) have all updated
their FIB. If S received replies with an unset FIB bit from
a neighbor N , S must wait for N to have updated its
FIB and sent a new message with a set FIB bit before
it becomes allowed to update its FIB.

Thus, the basic principle of the protocol in the case
of metric increase events is that a router that uses a link
whose metric increases gracefully will not update its FIB
until it has received a HELLO PDU with the FIB bit
set to 1 from all its neighbors.

A typical implementation of this protocol would have
to react to three types of events : the arrival of the LSP
indicating the change, the arrival of a HELLO PDU and
the recovery from lost HELLO PDUs. Figure 2 shows
how router R reacts to a metric increase for link X →
Y received in a LSP. Figure 4 will explain how router
R responds to the received HELLO PDUs and figure 6
describes the utilization of timers to recover from the
possible loss of HELLO PDUs.

As shown in figure 2, two cases must be considered
by a router processing a metric increase event. If the
changing link is not contained in the router’s SPT, then
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Metric increase event for link X → Y :
if (X → Y ) ∈ SPT (R) then

W (X ↑ Y ) = Neighbours(R);
N(X ↑ Y )=Nexthops(R, X → Y );
foreach N ∈W (W ↑ Y ) do

if N ∈ N(X ↑ Y ) then
send(N, HELLO(X ↑ Y, 0));
else send(N, HELLO(X ↑ Y, 1));

end
start timer(T imer(X ↑ Y ));

end
else

/*No update of the FIB required */
insert(change(X ↑ Y ),LSDB);

end

Fig. 2: Processing of link metric increase event

the router does not utilize this link. Thus, its FIB is by
definition already up-to-date and the change is inserted
in its LSDB. Otherwise, the router will send HELLO
PDUs with the FIB bit set to 0 to the neighbors that
it uses to reach the changing link and HELLO PDUs
with the FIB bit set to 1 to the neighbors that it does
not utilize to reach the changing link. The router will
wait until it has received a HELLO PDU with the FIB
bit set to 1 from all its neighbors. This is implemented
by using the W (X ↑ Y ) waiting set in figure 4. This
set initially contains all the neighbors of router R. It is
updated (see figure 4) each time a HELLO(X ↑ Y, 1)
PDU is received.

The pseudocode of figure 2 can be better understood
by considering for example the graceful failure of link
A↔ B in a network with four routers (figure 3). When
this link fails, A and B will flood their LSP reporting a
metric of MAX_METRIC for this link. In this network,
the RSPT of router A is C → A ← B ← D (and
D → B ← A← C for B’s RSPT).

Figure 3 shows the HELLO PDUs that are sent by the
four routers of the simple network when link A ↔ B
fails gracefully. Router C only uses directed link A→ B
in its SPT5. Thus, C can already install the change for
link B → A in its LSDB. For the change of link A→ B,
router C’s nexthop is A. Router C sends HELLO(A ↑
B, 0) to router A. This HELLO PDU indicates that router
C is a child of A in rSPTA→B(B). Router C sends
HELLO(A ↑ B, 1) to router D since C does not use
D to reach the failed link. The waiting set of router C
for the A ↑ B change initially contains its neighbors,
routers A and D.

The order of the FIB updates is defined by the recep-
tion of the HELLO(X ↑ Y, 1) PDUs. Figure 4 shows

5As noted earlier, a router cannot utilize both directed links A→ B

and B → A in its SPT.

Fig. 3: Transmission of the first HELLO PDUs in the
simple network

how a router will reply to the HELLO PDUs that it re-
ceives. A router will remove a neighbor from its waiting
set W (X ↑ Y ) once it has received HELLO(X ↑ Y, 1)
from this neighbor. When this set becomes empty, the
router can update its FIB. After the FIB update, it sends
HELLO(X ↑ Y, 1) to all its neighbors.

Arrival of HELLO(X ↑ Y, F ) from neighbor N :
if FIB ⊂ change(X ↑ Y ) then

1 if F==0 then send(N ,HELLO(X ↑ Y, 1));
end
else

/*change(X ↑ Y ) is being handled */
if F==1 then

remove(N ,W (X ↑ Y );
if W (X ↑ Y ) = ∅ then

insert(change(X ↑ Y ),LSDB);
compute(SPT (R));
update(FIB(R));
foreach N ∈ N(X ↑ Y ) do
send(N, HELLO(X ↑ Y, 1));

end
end
else

2 if N /∈ N(X ↑ Y ) then
send(N, HELLO(X ↑ Y, 1));

end
else
/*If such a HELLO PDU is received,
the LSDBs are inconsistent and
the change should be handled as a
normal urgent change */

end
end

Fig. 4: Processing of a HELLO PDU containing a metric
increase link-event TLV

Figure 5 shows the first wave of the HELLO PDUs
sent in response to the PDUs shown in figure 3. Router C
sends HELLO(B ↑ A, 1) to router D as router C does
not utilize this directed link. For the same reason, router
A sends HELLO(B ↑ A, 1) to router B. As router
C has received HELLO(A ↑ B, 1) from router A, it
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removes A from its waiting set for this event, W (A ↑ B).
Router A sends HELLO(A ↑ B, 1) in response to the
HELLO(A ↑ B, 0) sent by router C since C is not used
by A to reach link A→ B.

Besides the reception of the HELLO(X ↑ Y, 1)
PDUs that empty the waiting set, two other cases must be
considered. First, router R could receive a (retransmitted)
HELLO PDU from one of its neighbors after having
updated its LSDB and FIB. In this case, it should reply
only if the received HELLO PDU had its FIB bit set
to 0 (line 1 of figure 5). Second, router R may receive
a retransmitted HELLO PDU with the FIB bit set to 0
(line 2 of figure 5). If this PDU is received from a neigh-
bor that router R does not use as a nexthop to reach the
changing link, R should reply with HELLO(X ↑ Y, 1).
If router R receives HELLO(X ↑ Y, 0) from a neighbor
that it uses as a nexthop to reach the changing link, then
the LSDBs are inconsistent since there is a potential
routing loop between R and this neighbor. This can
happen if routing was inconsistent when the considered
event occured. For example, this can happen if another
event is being treated urgently, causing transient routing
loops, meanwhile routers are consistently rerouting for
the considered event.

Fig. 5: The first wave of reply HELLO PDUs when link
A→ B fails gracefully

Upon reception of HELLO(A ↑ B, 1) from router
D, C will remove D from its waiting set. Since this set
becomes empty, C is allowed to update its FIB. After
this update, router C will send HELLO(A ↑ B, 1) to
router A. Upon reception of HELLO(B ↑ A, 1) from
router C , D will remove C from its waiting set. Since
this set becomes empty, D is allowed to update its FIB.
After this update, router D will send HELLO(B ↑ A, 1)
to router B. Upon reception of HELLO(A ↑ B, 1),
the waiting set of router A will become empty and
A will update its FIB. After this update, A will send
HELLO(A ↑ B, 1) to router B. This last HELLO PDU
sent by A will indicate that the A ↑ B event has been
gracefully handled. At that time, A knows that it will
not send anymore packets on this link. Before physically

shutting down the link, A should indicate to B that it
does not utilize this link anymore. This could be achieved
by sending a HELLO PDU with the Hold time set to
zero as proposed in [PMA01]. A would then wait until
it has received a similar HELLO PDU from router B to
physically shut down the interface.

The last part of the protocol to be considered is the
recovery from the losses of HELLO PDUs. Those losses
can be recovered by protecting the waiting set for each
event with a timer. The default value for this timer should
be larger than the time required to compute the SPT and
update the FIB. Figure 6 shows that when this timer
expires, the router will retransmit HELLO PDUs to its
neighbors that are still inside its waiting set. It will send
HELLO(X ↑ Y, 0) to the members of the waiting set
that it uses as nexthops to reach link X → Y and
HELLO(X ↑ Y, 1) to the other members of W (X ↑ Y )

Expiration of T imer(X ↑ Y ) at router R:
foreach N ∈W (X ↑ Y ) do

if N ∈ N(X ↑ Y ) then
send(N, HELLO(X ↑ Y, 0)); else
send(N, HELLO(X ↑ Y, 1));

end
start timer(T imer(X ↑ Y ));

Fig. 6: Expiration of the timer associated to a metric
increase event

Such a protocol can be easily adapted to handle router
down events. Roughly, the reverse shortest path tree that
defines the order on the FIB updates in the case of a
link down, is ”cut” at a particular link, as described in
III-A. In the case of a router down event, the whole
reverse shortest path tree describes the order that must be
respected. Thus, a router event TLV can be defined, and
the same protocol as the one proposed for a link event
can be applied. In this case, a router R can compute
the subset of its neighbours that will have to wait for
it by computing the value of Nexthops(R,X). In the
case of the link down of X ↔ Y , it was an empty
set, Nexthops(R,X → Y ) or Nexthops(R, Y → X),
according to the presence and direction of this link in
SPTR.

B. Metric decrease events

In the case of a metric decrease of the link X → Y , a
router S is allowed to update its FIB once all its parents
in rSPT final

X→Y (Y ) have updated their FIB. Those parents
are the nodes to which S will forward traffic that will
pass through link X → Y . The neighbors which are
parents in this acyclic graph are thus easy to identify; if
X → Y is in the updated SPT (the SPT that considers
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the link up), then those parents are the nexthops used
to reach X in this SPT. As those parents will also wait
for their parents, S is allowed to update its FIB once it
knows that its neighbouring parents have updated their
FIB. To be aware of those updates, S can send a message
to its parents. This message contains the description of
the event, and a FIB bit which is unset to announce
that the router has to wait for this neighbor. A neighbor
that receives a message with the FIB bit unset from S
will have to advise S once it has updated its FIB. Once
all the parents of S for this event have sent a message
to announce that they have updated their FIB, S can
update its FIB and send a message of the same kind to
the routers that announced to S that they had to wait for
it.

When the metric of a directed link decreases or a link
comes up, two cases must be considered. In the case of
a simple metric decrease, the procedure defined below
shall be applied upon reception of the LSP describing
this change. If a link comes up, the situation is slightly
different due to the two-way connectivity check [Ora90].
An IS-IS router will only consider the link as up upon
arrival of the second LSP describing the link has been
received. In the case of a link up event, the procedure
defined below shall be applied to both LSPs describing
the new link upon reception of the second LSP.

The basic principle of the protocol used to handle a
metric decrease event is that each router that uses the
changing link will first recompute its SPT, according to
IS-IS specification. This new SPT allows a router R to
determine whether it will utilize the changing link or not.
If it will, R will also compute the neighbours that it uti-
lizes as nexthops to reach this link. The router will send
HELLO(X ↓ Y, 0) to those neighbours since it must
wait for their confirmation before updating its FIB. It will
only update its FIB once it has received HELLO(X ↓
Y, 1) from all those nexthops. After having updated its
FIB, the router will send HELLO(X ↓ Y, 1) to all its
neighbours that sent it a HELLO(X ↓ Y, 0) PDU.

Figure 7 shows the procedure used by a router R to
handle a metric decrease event. Router R first computes
its new SPT taking the change into account. If the
changing link does not belong to this SPT, router R’s
FIB is already up to date. Otherwise, router R will send
HELLO(X ↓ Y, 0) to all the neighbours that it uses
to reach link X → Y in its new SPT. Those PDUs
indicate that R is waiting for a confirmation from these
nodes before updating its FIB. W (X ↓ Y ) is the set of
neighbours from which a HELLO(X ↓ Y, 1) must have
been received to perform the FIB update. I(X ↓ Y ) is
the set of neighbours that are waiting for a confirmation
(i.e. HELLO(X ↓ Y, 1)) from this router to update their

FIB.

Metric decrease event for link X → Y :
compute( SPT (R) with change(X ↓ Y ));
if (X → Y ) ∈ SPT (R) then

W (X ↓ Y )=Nexthops(R, X → Y );
I(X ↓ Y ) = ∅;
foreach N ∈W (X ↓ Y ) do
send(N, HELLO(X ↓ Y, 0));
start timer(T imer(X ↓ Y ));

end
else

/*No update of the FIB required */
insert(change(X ↓ Y ),LSDB);

end
Fig. 7: Processing of a link metric decrease event

Figure 8 shows the HELLO PDUs that are sent by the
four routers in our simple network, when link A ↔ B
comes up. In this example, router C sends HELLO(A ↓
B, 0) to router A since A is its nexthop to reach the new
link. Router A sends HELLO(A ↓ B, 0) to ensure that
the new link is correctly up.

Fig. 8: The first wave of HELLO PDUs when link A→
B comes up in the simple network

The processing of the HELLO(X ↓ Y, F ) PDUs by
router R is described in figure 9. If the change indicated
in the HELLO PDU has already been installed in R’s
LSDB and FIB, it shall reply with HELLO(X ↓ Y, 1)
if the FIB bit was set to 0. This case can happen if R
is closer than N to the changing link. Otherwise, if the
HELLO PDU received from node N had its FIB bit set
to 1, it indicates that R does not need to wait for N
to update its FIB. Router R updates its FIB as soon as
its waiting set, W (X ↓ Y ), is empty. After the update,
router R sends HELLO(X ↓ Y, 1) to all the neighbours
that it must inform. Those neighbours are contained in
the I(X ↓ Y ) set which is updated every time router R
receives HELLO(X ↓ Y, 0).

In our example, the HELLO PDUs shown in figure 8
will be handled as follows. Router A will place router
C in its I(A ↓ B) set upon reception of HELLO(A ↓
B, 0). The waiting set of A for the new link, W (A ↓ B)
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Arrival of HELLO(X ↓ Y, F ) from neighbour N :
if FIB ⊂ change(X ↓ Y ) then

if F==0 then send(N ,HELLO(X ↓ Y, 1));
end
else

/*change(X ↓ Y ) is being handled */
if F==1 then

remove(N ,W (X ↓ Y ));
if W (X ↓ Y ) = ∅ then

insert(change(X ↓ Y ),LSDB);
compute(SPT (R));
update(FIB(R));
foreach N ∈ I(X ↓ Y ) do
send(N, HELLO(X ↓ Y, 1));

end
end
else

/*F==0 */
insert(N ,I(X ↓ Y ));

end
end

Fig. 9: Processing of a HELLO PDU containing a link-
event TLV indicating a metric decrease event

initially contains router B. When router B receives
HELLO(A ↓ B, 0) from router A, it immediately
replies with HELLO(A ↓ B, 1) since router B obvi-
ously does not utilize link A → B. For the symetrical
reason, router A sends HELLO(B ↓ A, 1) to router
B. The arrival of HELLO(A ↓ B, 1) allows router
A to remove B from its waiting set. Since its waiting
set is empty, router A can update its FIB and sends
HELLO(A ↓ B, 1) to router C which belongs to
I(A ↓ B). Upon reception of this HELLO PDU, router C
is allowed to update its FIB. For the symetrical reason,
router B will send HELLO(B ↓ A, 1) to router D.
At that time, all routers have updated their FIB without
causing transient routing loops.

As for the metric increase events, the last issue to
consider is how to recover from losses of the HELLO
PDUs. As shown in figure 10, this can be achieved by
protecting the waiting set with a timer and retransmitting
the HELLO(X ↓ Y, 0) to the nodes belonging to this
set upon expiration of this timer.

Expiration of T imer(X ↓ Y ) at router R:
foreach N ∈W (X ↓ Y ) do

send(N, HELLO(X ↓ Y, 0));
end
start timer(T imer(X ↓ Y ));

Fig. 10: Expiration of the timer associated to a metric
decrease event

V. RELATED WORK

The problem of avoiding transient loops during IGP
convergence has rarely been studied in the literature
although many authors have proposed solutions to pro-
vide loop-free routing. An existing approach to loop-
free rerouting in a link-state IGP [GLA89] require that
the rerouting routers take care of routing consistency for
each of their compromised destinations, separately. In
fact, those mechanisms were inspired by distance-vector
protocols loop-free routing mechanisms. With this kind
of approach, a router should ask and wait clearance
from its neighbors for each destination for which it
has to reroute. This implies a potentially large number
of message exchanges between routers, when many
destinations are impacted by the failure. Every time a
router receives clearance from its neighbors for a given
destination, it can only update forwarding information
for this particular one. Thus, those mechanisms require
to design routers that are able to perform incremental
updates of their FIB. Our solution is much simpler, uses
fewer messages and can be easily integrated in existing
IGPs. Morevover, they also disregard the problem of
traffic loss in the case of a planned link shutdown.

In [SCK+03], a new type of routing protocol allowing
to improve the resilience of IP networks was proposed.
This solution imposes some restrictions on the network
topology and expensive computations on the routers.
Moreover, they do not address the transient issues that
occur during the convergence of their routing protocol.
In [NST99], extensions to link-state routing protocols are
proposed to distribute link state packets to a subset of the
routers after a failure. This fastens the IGP convergence,
but does not solve the transient routing problems and
may cause suboptimal routing.

While finalising our protocol, we learned about an-
other solution [BFPS04] that avoids transient micro loops
after a link failure by delaying the computation of the
SPF on the routers in function of their distance from
the failure. Our solution has two advantages compared
to the one described in [BFPS04]. First, we do not need
to compute any additional reverse spanning tree. Second,
our protocol is more general as it can handle link failures,
but also IGP weight changes, link up and router up and
down events. However, the four paragraphs that briefly
describe this solution in section 6 of [BFPS04] are not
sufficient to compare this proposal in details with ours.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have first described the various
types of topology changes that can occur in large IP
networks. Recent measurements indicate that many of
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those changes, such as the failure of protected links are
non-urgent. When such a non-urgent change occurs, the
routing tables of all routers must be updated. Unfortu-
nately, those updates may cause transient routing loops
and each loop may cause packet losses or delays. Large
ISPs require solutions to avoid such transient loops after
those non-urgent events.

The first important contribution of this paper is that
we have proved that it is possible to define an order
on the updates of the routing tables that prevents the
network from transient loops. We have proposed an
order applicable for the failures of protected links and
the increase of a link weight and another order for the
establishment of a new link or the decrease of a link
weight.

Furthermore, we have shown that it is possible to
slightly change the current link state intradomain routing
protocols to allow each router to determine when it
can safely update its routing table after each non-urgent
change. The main advantages of our protocol are that it
does not force the routers to perform complex computa-
tions and furthermore the proposed changes can be easily
added to existing link state routing protocols. Thus, our
proposal could be easily used in large IP networks.

For our further work, we plan to implement the
proposed extensions on a router to perform tests in a
lab environment and to extend the work to deal with
transient interdomain routing loops.
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